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ABSTRACT 

The integration of the 3D component in the extraction of forest information from optical stereo data 
is a very recent research topic. Investigations carried out in the past have shown that it was already 
possible to derive information like mean stand height by mean of photogrammetric methods. However, 
it was found out that the possibilities of the derivation of very high resolution and highly detailed digital 
surface models (DSMs) from classical stereo data are limited when it comes to the modelling of de-
tailed crown surface, single trees or small gaps in the forest. One alternative system is LiDAR, able to 
deliver highly detailed DSMs, but at quite high costs. Series of multi-overlapping, digital and very high 
resolution images can be seen as a high-qualitative as well as cost-effective alternative so far. In this 
study, images of UltracamD large format digital camera with an along-track overlap of 90% were used 
for the generation of such a detailed DSM. Due to the large overlap, new methods concerning stereo 
analysis are to be developed as the same object is visible from different viewing angles in several 
images. Based on the different viewing angles, valid results can be derived also for the problematic 
areas mentioned above. A “feature vector” matching method was used for image matching (Caballo-
Perucha, 2003). Due to the multiple images involved, more than one matching result is obtained. For 
each point, the results with the highest quality are then used for the DSM generation. The so-
generated DSM is compared to a standard DSM (60% overlap, only two images) as well as to a Li-
DAR DSM. The quality of the DSMs was assessed using in situ measured tree heights. It is shown, 
that the improvements of using more than two images are significant and the quality of the resulting 
DSM is almost comparable to the quality of the Lidar DSM. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

For the extraction of detailed forest inventory parameters (tree height, stocking density, timber vol-
ume or crown area), several sensor types like very high resolution satellites, analogue as well as digi-
tal airborne cameras are used. Aside from the spectral information, there has recently been a growing 
demand for area-wide 3D information. This information can precisely be obtained by means of Laser-
scanning (LiDAR, Hyyppä et al, 2003), but at quite high costs. Stereoscopically generated high resolu-
tion DSMs based on automatic image matching would be an economic alternative. The generation of 
these models becomes more and more important in silviculture. The requirements for such a model 
would be an accurate representation of forest borders and small forest gaps as well as an approxi-
mate tree crown surface reconstruction. Since digital camera technique finds its way into remote sens-
ing new possibilities in stereo analysis arise. With the large format digital array cameras like the Ultra-
camD from Vexcel (http://www.vexcel.co.at/), it is now possible to record panchromatic and multispec-
tral information with one single flight. Another benefit of the UltracamD is to get an image series with a 
forward overlap up to 90% with no higher data costs. With this series of multiple overlapping images 
(see Figure 1 for a sample acquisition scenario) it is now possible to generate DSMs with a higher 
quality even for heterogeneous stand structures. Against this background the question to be answered 
by this investigation is: Are digital aerial cameras like the UltracamD able to derive high quality 3D 
information fulfilling the requirements mentioned above of forested areas? 
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2 ULTRACAMD CAMERA DESCRIPTION 

The UltracamD is designed as a so called multi-head sensor, which concept is to combine single 
images of several CCD arrays to one big image that satisfies central perspective. The camera is 
equipped with four cones (9 CCD arrays) for the panchromatic data and four cones (4 CCD arrays) for 
the multispectral (RGB and NIR) data (see Table 1 and for further details Leberl et al, 2003 and 
Kremer et.al, 2004). Figure 1 shows an exemplified UltracamD image acquisition scenario. The hori-
zontal projection shows only subsets of the entire image. In this case all five images depicting the 
same point on the ground can be combined in the stereo extraction process. Combining only image 1 
and 5, the scenario corresponds to the photogrammetric standard case with two images having 60% 
forward overlap.  

Table 1: UltracamD technical specification (based on Vexcel Imaging Austria, www.vexcel.co.at) 

Digital Camera Sensor Unit (SU) panchromatic multispectral 
Panchromatic image size 11500 * 7500 pixels 4008 * 2672 pixels 
Panchromatic physical pixel size 9 µm 9 µm 
Panchromatic lens focal distance 100 mm 28 mm 
Lens aperture f= 1/5.6 f=1/4.0 
Field-of-view, cross-track (along-track) 55° (37°) 65° (46°) 
Physical format of the focal plane 103.5 mm * 67.5 mm 
Shutter speed options 1/500 to 1/60 second 
Forward-motion compensation (FMC) TDI-controlled 
Maximum FMC capability 50 pixels 
Smallest pixels on the ground at flying  
height of 500 m (300 m) 

5 cm (3 cm) 

Radiometric resolution  > 12 bit 
 

 

Figure 1: UltracamD image acquisition scenario 

3 DATA AND TEST SITE 

The testsite Burgau is located in south-east Austria with an average height of 300m above sea 
level. The leading tree types in this region are spruce, pine and oak trees. A single strip of UltracamD 
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images with a forward overlap of 90% were obtained for the test site. With a chosen flying height of 
about 1800m above ground, the images offer a geometric resolution of 15 cm for the panchromatic 
data and approximately 55cm for the multi-spectral data. The selected resolution of 15cm shows a 
good compromise between costs, coverage and spatial detail. For the present study panchromatic 
and multi-spectral bands were fused to high resolution colour infrared (CIR) images using IHS trans-
formation (Perko, 2004).  

4 3D DATA EXTRACTION 

The following chapter gives a short introduction to the DSM generation process with the Remote 
Sensing Software Graz (RSG) developed at Joanneum Research, Graz (JOANNEUM RESEARCH, 
2003). For geometric modelling of the available UltracamD data, the required ground control points 
were measured using a Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS). Additionally homologous 
points were measured in the respective images to connect them. In order to guarantee the consis-
tency of geometric properties (orientation, pixel resolution) for the stereo partners, an epipolar resam-
pling (relative registration) has to be done in order to keep the search window for the following image 
matching small. During the matching process homologous points have to be found automatically in the 
reference image as well as in the search image (see Figure 2(a)). In RSG different matching proce-
dures are available. For this investigation the feature-vector-matching method has proven to be the 
best matching approach (Caballo-Perucha, 2003). A so called “feature-vector” contains derivatives of 
the original images to be matched. Features like the crosscorrelation coefficient, edge filters, variance 
or convolution filters were used. This feature-vector method is not limited to one or two properties of 
an image like other matching techniques but offers endless options for combining several features 
depending on the used image data.  

In order to make a confident quality assessment for the matching results the so called back-
matching distance is used. The back-matching distance is defined as the spatial distance between the 
predefined pixel location Pr and the backward matching result P´r (see Figure 2(b)). This distance 
gives a confidence measure for the matching result which is only acceptable in cases where it doesn’t 
exceed a predefined threshold, i. e. a specified number of pixels. To determine 3D coordinates in 
East, North and Height for the output of the image correlation a point intersection progress following a 
least squares adjustment has to be done. 

     

(a) image correlation                   (b ) backmatching 

Figure 2: Illustration of two main steps of the DSM generation process 

 

BLOCK BASED APPROACH 

For gathering the best 3D information from the UltracamD images, another technique opposite to 
the conventional stereo processing is needed. A block based approach recently developed at 
JOANNEUM RESEARCH and integrated in RSG, has been used (Joanneum Research, 2003). This 
approach involves multiple adjacent images (in this study five) instead of two and is therefore ex-
pected to return higher quality results. The central image, (image 3 in Figure 1) is subsequently 
matched with all other images. This leads to multiple matching results for each pixel in the reference 
image. In this study, the ideal case would return four valid matching results. Especially in wooded 
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areas with their rough crown surface, the standard case (two images, 60% overlap) is often unable to 
produce valid result during the image matching process (the dashed lines in Figure 3 show the stan-
dard stereo configuration). If the surface has a strong vertical structure, the matching might often pro-
duce invalid results. The reason for this effect is simple: If it is not possible to see the same point in 
both images of a stereo pair the matching process is unable to find corresponding pixels (see Figure 
3). The advantage of multiple viewing angles is shown in Figure 3. Especially in areas with a hetero-
geneous vertical structure like small forest clearings, along forest borders or for the reconstruction of 
crown shapes, matching is only possible with a stereo intersection angle small enough to show the 
same pixel in at least two images. On the one hand the smaller base-to-height-ratio provides a less 
robust intersection but on the other hand a valid matching and furthermore a valid point intersection is 
at least possible. The multiple projection rays lead to multiple matching results. A least squares algo-
rithm is applied in order to find the best fitting target point coordinates. In this algorithm, the squared 
sum of the spatial difference of the resulting ground location with respect to the projection rays is 
minimized. Erroneous and unreliable results can be found and discarded. As long as two projection 
rays (i.e. one valid matching result) are available, point intersection can be performed. 

  

(a) mapping a forest gap          (b) detailed view on a treetop 

Figure 3: Multiple projection rays 

Typical situations are shown in figure 3: The projection rays displayed with the dashed lines repre-
sents the conventional stereo scenario with two pictures with 60% overlap. The same pixel is not visi-
ble from these two projection rays, and thus, no valid matching result can be derived. For the block 
based approach there are still three combinations of projection rays possible (2 with 3, 3 with 4, 2 with 
4).  

5 ACCURACY ANALYSIS 

Accuracy analysis consists of two parts. The first part (chapter 5.1) is a quantitative analysis com-
paring the generated DSMs (both with block based and standard approach) and an available Li-
DARDSM with terrestrially measured tree heights in order to assess their absolute height accuracy. 
Vegetation height models (VHMs) had to be generated by subtracting a digital terrain model (obtained 
by LiDAR) from the three DSMs. The resulting VHMs (BLOCKVHM, STANDARDVHM and Li-
DARVHM) are then used for comparison. The purpose of the second analysis part (chapter 5.2) is to 
assess the accuracy of the surface structure. To do so, the LiDARVHM is used as reference. 

5.1 VERIFICATION Tree Heights 

For the verification of the tree heights, both the position and important forest attributes of 549 trees 
organized in 10 representative well distributed sample plots were measured. The sample plots were 
selected in order to be representative in regard to tree types, age classes and densities, whereas the 
plot size depends on the average DBH of the trees. The location of each tree stem was measured at 
breast height (1.3 m above ground) using differential GPS and a tachymeter. For each tree, its diame-
ter at breast height (DBH), tree type and height were recorded. The DBH was measured with a slide 
calliper and the tree heights with a VERTEX III hypsometer (Haglöf, Sweden). According to Barron 
(2001), the height accuracy of measurements with this instrument is about one meter (tested with 
different operators). For this accuracy analysis, only trees of the upper layer, which are trees higher 
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than two thirds of the maximum height of each plot, were used (356 trees), as it is not possible to 
measure the height of suppressed trees from above.  

Nevertheless, the location of the stem at breast height and the location of the highest point of a 
tree do not necessarily match. The social position of a tree and the constant competition for light (pho-
totrophism) are factors that might force trees to grow bent resulting in the fact that the highest point of 
the tree crown might easily be a few meters off the stem location at breast height. In order take this 
circumstances into consideration two procedures are conceivable:  

1.automated assignment of terrestrially measured stem position to tree tops derived from photo-
grammetry based on a buffer around the measured stem location larger than the possible offset which 
easily can amount up to 3m (Fuchs, 2003) or  

2. shifting manually the point of the measured stem location to the tree top visible in the DSM. 

The first procedure mentioned above is difficult to handle, because a buffer of e. g. 6 meters (cor-
responding to 3 meters offset in each direction) would particularly in dense forests lead to overlapping 
buffers and multiple "correct" results. Therefore the second possibility was chosen. Three sources of 
information were used to support the visual allocation of the points: the LiDARDSM from 2005, as it 
shows a good geometric correspondence with the photogrammetrically derived DSMs, the UltracamD 
true ortho images (rectified using the DSM) and the UltracamD DSM itself.  

Table 2 shows a comparison of the 356 in situ measured tree heights with the VHMs. The statisti-
cal parameters in the table demonstrate the advantage of the block based approach compared to the 
standard stereo approach. The mean difference and the standard deviation of BLOCKVHM and Li-
DARVHM are about the same.  

Table 2: Statistic parameters for tree height accuracy based on 356 terrestrially measured tree heights 

n = 356 STANDARDVH
M 

BLOCKVHM LiDARVHM 

Mean 1,34 m 0,77 m -0,62 m 

Standard deviation 4,52 m 2,39 m 2,00 m 

 

5.2 Verfication of the surface structure 

This chapter shows some visual comparisons between the VHMs to point out how detailed the sur-
face could be reconstructed. To accomplish fair conditions the invalid pixels in all three DSMs have 
been filtered with a 3x3 maximum filter by only affecting invalid pixel values. The first comparison (Fig-
ure 4 (a - d)) shows, how a gap is mapped by the three VHMs and how it appears in the UltracamD 
ortho image. Due to orthophoto geometry (based on the DTM) there is a slight shift between the gap 
location appearing in the VHMs and the orthophoto. The red line marks the forest gap as visible in the 
LiDARVHM. The dark single pixels visible in the LiDARVHM show, where the LiDAR pulse penetrated 
the crown surface and returned from the ground. Single black pixels in the other two models are inva-
lid pixels resulting from poor matching, which were not filled by the maximum filter. As seen in Figure 
4 the gap is clearly visible in the LiDARVHM and in the BLOCKVHM but nearly invisible in the 
STANDARDVHM. Additionally, it can be seen, that single tree crowns within the forest can be distin-
guished much clearer in the BLOCKVHM compared to the STANDARDVHM. 
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(a) ortho image            (b) LiDARVHM 

   

 (c) VHM from standard stereo     (d) VHM from block based approach 

Figure 4: Mapping of a forest gap: orthophoto and results in different VHMs 

Another comparison is shown in Figure 5. The Figures show two free-standing trees to visualize 
the quality of the BLOCKVHM. When comparing Figure 5 (c) and (d), the benefits of the block based 
approach are evident. The free-standing single trees reconstructed within the BLOCKVHM show a 
good correspondence to the LiDARVHM, whereas both trees are hardly visible in the 
STANDARDVHM.  

    

(a) single trees in the ortho image          (b) 3D tree surface from LiDARVHM 

  

(c) 3D tree surface from STANDARDVHM     (d) 3D tree surface from BLOCKVHM 

Figure 5: 3D surface from free standing single trees 
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6 DISCUSSION 

Digital airborne cameras like the UltracamD offer new opportunities for the photogrammetric 3D 
data extraction. Especially the use of multiple projection rays can be seen as one important achieve-
ment. This study shows potential of this new method for difficult forested areas. Compared to terrestri-
ally measured tree heights, the BLOCKVHM shows a mean difference of 0.77 m (standard deviation 
2.39 m) compared to the STANDARDVHM with a mean of 1.34 m (4.52 m). The figures clearly show 
the superiority of the block based approach. Regarding the surface structure, the comparison also 
gives encouraging results.  

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The high quality of the BLOCKDSM allows it to be used for a variety of different applications so far 
only possible with LiDAR data. Examples are single tree segmentation, mapping of 3D changes like 
damages and small clear cuts, mapping of forest roads or forest stand segmentation. From optical 
very high resolution data only, such elements are difficult to detect, as they are often not clear in the 
sense of spectral reflectance differences. The integration of 3D- and spectral data in terms of geomet-
ric adjustment as well as thematic combination are still questions to be answered. Segmentation and 
classification algorithms have to be adjusted to handle the complementary information to exploit its full 
potential for practical forestry. Furthermore, research is necessary to investigate the use of more than 
one strip of images with an additional side overlap. It has to be investigated, if the integration of pro-
jection rays across the flight line can further improve the results. 
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